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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:   TIGER WOODS 
December 2, 2016 
  

 

Q.  Tiger, yesterday you said some silly mistakes cost you the round you wanted to 

have.  How would you describe the bounce-back today? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Well, I think yesterday I was 4 under through eight and today I made a 

bad swing on 8, hit it into a bush again.  This time I got up and down.  And I didn't play both 

9 and 11 over par.  I birdied both holes. 

 

Q.  Look at some highlights starting with your approach shot on the first hole.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, I had this little chip 60-degree sand wedge.  I bombed a tee shot 

down there and had just under 80 yards to the hole. 

 

Q.  That set up a birdie.  And we spin forward to the sixth hole.  This was the par 5.  

You didn't play the par 5s the way you wanted to yesterday.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  No, I didn't, but this was a nice putt to make.  It was just straight up the 

hill.  I couldn't quite get there.  Here at 8 getting up and down.  I had a bad lie off the tee 

shot, but it was on a tee. 

 

Q.  At the height of your power, this of course a hallmark for your game, the par save.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Those are big par putts to make.  I made a couple of them today.  There's 

one of them here just outside the left.   

 

Q.  And that rolls in.  Now you hit it to the par 5 ninth hole where you struggled 

yesterday.  This is your third. 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, we laid up today, I couldn't get there.  So I had to hit 5-wood off the 

tee, 5-wood, 3-iron, I had a pitching wedge there from 128 and I stuffed it.  Just a little kick-in 

there. 

 

Q.  That set up a birdie for a front side 33 for the second straight day.  We go ahead to 

the tee shot at 12.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  This was a perfect full 6 and just kind of hold it.  I couldn't hit it any better 

than that one.  It was a perfect stock hold shot and it rolled out. 

 

Q.  That set up your fifth birdie of the day.  Now heading to the 14th, also for birdie. 

 

TIGER WOODS:  This was a tricky little putt.  I called Joey in for the read here.  It was going 

to hang late and he saw I'd slipped it in.  Probably shouldn't have slipped to the right.  
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Q.  Birdied the 15th now for par.  A long one at 16.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  This was big.  To not drop a shot, lose any momentum, that was a big 

one. 

 

Q.  And that of course set up the round of 65.  How does this set you up for the rest of 

the tournament? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  It feels good.  As I said yesterday, I had it going for eight holes and I lost 

it.  Today was different.  I turned those two par 5s into under par and that's four shots right 

there.  Consequently, I was able to play the middle part of the round better, turned it around, 

kept the momentum going and moved myself up the board. 

 

Q.  Tiger, that putt on 16, it looked like you willed that thing in.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  I did not -- after what I did at 8 today, I drew that terrible line on that tee 

shot there.  After hitting that terrible shot there into another bush and getting the 

up-and-down, I told Joey I'm not dropping a shot.  I lost it yesterday at 9, made bogey there.  

I bogeyed 11.  Today I played those two holes under par.  And 16 was big.  I wanted to keep 

that card clean.  Somehow, I don't know what it is about playing and competing, but keeping 

cards clean, there's something really special and it feels pretty good about doing that.  

 

Q.  Was there anything (inaudible) getting in a competitive mindset playing by 

yourself?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  You know, the only thing that was -- that I had -- I would say if it was -- if 

the wind was blowing more, I was going to have Damo (Damien) play.  He's the head pro 

here, I was going to have him play with me.  But since the wind wasn't really blowing that 

much, I decided to go solo.   

 

When you're playing as a marker, it is kind of nice to see what the wind does on certain 

shots and he may even get a putt or teach here or there.  But with the wind down, I figured I 

could just go out there and just play it today solo.  I felt bad for Rosie because Rosie gutted 

it out yesterday.  He wasn't feeling very good, he's hurting.  He lives here.  Family and 

friends are all here and he tried to play through it yesterday and he shouldn't have even 

gone that far.  He tried to get ready today.  It was a smart call. 

 

Q.  How would you describe that run kind of from 9 through about say 15?  It just 

looked very easy, I'm not sure you missed a ton of shots on that .  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, the only -- you're right, through 15 I didn't really miss a shot, no.  

The only shot I did miss there was 16, the tee shot, I let it go on the wind too much.  But 

other than that, I really had it dialed in both ways.  I was chipping it both ways and I really 

had nice control of my traj.  That was key.  I was able to keep this ball down when I needed 
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to and send it at times.  Like on 11, that's a big carry for me, 290 in the air.  I've got to hit that 

one and I stepped on it, got it over the top of that bunker and only had a 5-iron in. 

 

Q.  It's one round but what do you take from this (inaudible)?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yesterday was a lot to build on.  Through eight holes I had it, I lost it.  But 

I made some silly mistakes there and bogeyed two par 5s.  Today I did not do that.  I turned 

those holes around.  Consequently, the momentum, the feel of the entire round changes and 

I was able to do that.   

 

That's what you have to do.  That's what J.B.'s doing out there and that's why he's at 12 

under as of now.  It will be more than that by the end of the day.  But that's how you win golf 

tournaments.  You've got to not make mistakes like I did yesterday on par 5s, 2 over par, 

you've got to make birdies on the holes. 

 

Q.  How important was a day like today for you going forward? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  It was very important for me because I hadn't felt the competitive flow and 

feel in a long time.  It's been almost a year and a half.  To feel it yesterday, feel that tee shot 

on 2 and feel like hey, I'm back in this again, I had the feel of playing tournament golf.  And 

today I had it early and the first tee shot I felt very comfortable.  I powered it down there, only 

had 80 yards into the hole.  That was a nice start. 

 

Q.  (Inaudible) about your golf swing compared to August of 2015, and have you had 

to consciously do anything to protect your back? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, I have.  I've made subtle changes here and there.  I've tried to go 

back and look at and do some stuff that I used to do as a junior that I did naturally.  I mean, 

you think about it, I was -- I looked like the size of a 1-iron and I could hit it and I could really 

move the ball.  And there's reasons for it and I tried to go back to a lot of those things, a lot 

of those feels and try to get into similar positions.  Obviously I can't right now, I probably 

never will be as loose and as Gumby-like when I was that young.  But there are other things 

I can learn from that.  

 

Q.  Is there anything about the golf swing that is more dangerous -- in the golf swing 

that's more dangerous to your back?  Could it be picking up one of your kids is just 

as bad as -- 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, no doubt, no doubt.  Playing soccer with the kids is certainly 

dangerous because you're not activated.  If I'm activated and I can prepare for something, 

then I'm fine.  It's the unexpected.  That's exactly what happened to Rosie the other day, it's 

the unexpected.  When you have back issues like most of us do out here, it happens.  

 

Q.  How much stronger are you now after this round with 65 compared to yesterday's 

round? 
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TIGER WOODS:  A lot.  I feel a lot better now and I think it's more not just the fact that I 

felt -- it was nice to get that first round out of the way, to get back into it again.  Today I think 

that also making some of those putts and those two birdies at 9 and 11 changes the entire 

energy of the round and instead of being angry at myself and ticked and trying to fight back, 

now I'm building momentum and the energy just (inaudible.)  

 

Q.  What were your options on 16 and what were you trying to do and with that? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  I was just trying to hit the ball in the front bunker with a 6-iron, and if 

anything, hit it left of the green or left of the bunker so then I could have that entire green to 

chip up into it. 

 

Q.  How's your body feel compared to Wednesday, after Thursday and after today? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  It feels better today than it did Wednesday and Thursday, which is a very 

good sign, a very good sign.  I don't know why.  I'd like to know.  Maybe it's just because I 

made a couple putts.  I think maybe only going into one bush instead of three might make a 

difference. 

 

Q.  What do you see yourself doing on Saturday and Sunday? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  I'm going to have to go low.  J.B.'s putting it on us.  Right now he's at 12 

through seven holes and he'll be a lot more by the end of the day.  Today the wind is 

supposed to be like it is right now and it's supposed to pump on Sunday.  So I've got to get 

after it tomorrow, get into double digits to at least give myself somewhat of a chance going 

into Sunday. 

 

Q.  How much, Tiger, has the back surgery affected or changed your working out? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  I can't do what I used to do.  Weights, running.  My first probably five, six 

years on Tour I ran 30 miles a week.  I would run five, six miles almost every day, at least 

four.  Before a round, after a round, it didn't matter.  There's no way in hell I'm doing that 

now.  That's just aging.  That's just I've had four knee surgeries, three backs.  My body's 

been through it. 

 

Q.  Weights? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  I don't load the spine like I used to.  I'm trying to do other things to gain 

strength.  I don't have any problem with suppleness and flexibility, but I also need to have 

stability. 

 

Q.  What's your fighting weight, if I dare ask such a personal question? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Right now -- no, I've lost weight because the kids got sick and then I got 
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sick over Thanksgiving.  So I'm down probably close to eight to 10.  I'd like to be about 

85-ish and I'm right now probably close to 76, 77. 

 

Q.  If you could tell us the shot of the day? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Shot of the day?  I'd have to say probably the second shot on 1.  I 

pumped it the right down the middle of the fairway and then it's nice to stuff a shot that I had 

practiced in the backyard to that number probably five, six hundred times a week.  To have 

that number, like boom, stock number right out of the gate, here we go it, just put it on the 

speed dial and just hit it in there stiff and make birdie.    

 

Q.  As good as you played today, what part of your game do you feel like still needs 

the most work?   

 

TIGER WOODS:  Well, I'm still learning some of my equipment.  My irons are old irons, don't 

have to worry about that.  I'm still learning my fairway woods.  I'm still learning the golf ball.  I 

haven't been at it that long yet, and as I've told you guys this week, this is the first time I've 

ever played non-glued hosels before, so the adjustability thing and the weight in the hosel 

and the weight distribution of weight throughout the clubhead, it's a different mechanical 

thing and it's also a different feel thing, too.  I'm hitting shots and numbers that are 

surprisingly bad and surprisingly good, and I have to do a lot more testing in the future 

before I actually do feel comfortable. 

 

Q.  How much time do you spend with Como and when, were? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  We have our little spurts because I have to -- I have to also have time to 

get ready and spend time with the kids and do all those things.  We have kind of more like 

training camps.  Like when Joey came down for a couple times, I do the same things with 

Como and we'll have small little windows where we'll practice when I have time to do it.  

Then I'll shut it down, I'll work on my short game in the backyard, chip and putt, and then 

we'll have another training camp a week or two later. 

 

Q.  When did you put that Scotty back in your hands and start working together with 

the Scotty putter?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  The day that we were no longer a part of the hard goods side. 

 

Q.  Was there an adjustment period with you and Joe just getting back? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yes, yes.  It was -- I mean, the stupidest, simple little thing like tossing a 

golf ball and catching it.  On the range I'm just looking at him like.  He's like what?  I'm hitting 

my woods now, toss me a golf ball.  He's like oh, forgot.  It's the little things like that.  We've 

been at it for a very long time and we've had a lot of fun laughing at some of our things that 

we used to take for granted. 
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Q.  After a round now, do you have a process that you are asked to go through to like 

a cool down or whatever you want to call it? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yep. 

 

Q.  Some sort of thing to help the back, and how long is it and can you say what it is? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  It probably takes me close to two or three hours to do everything with my 

physio, and cold tubs and ice are never fun.  I don't know if you guys have ever been in cold 

tubs.  They're not fun but got to do it. 

 

Q.  Would that preclude you going forward from practicing after a round or can you 

do both?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Well, if I'm this warm, I can do it.  But if you were to ask me right now to 

go out there and just right now hit driver full out, no, I wouldn't do it.  I'd be smart about it and 

warm up to a driver.  But I could do it, yes.  Two months ago I would have given you a 

different answer on that, but I'm getting better so that's a positive sign. 
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